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Significant advances in the past three decades have led to the merger of two otherwise independent fields of solid state devices.
Spintronics was tradi onally about low temperature phenomena that modulate the spin of electrons or nuclei for quantum compu ng
applica ons or in spin field eﬀect devices. Magne cs was very much an engineering field at room temperature with applica ons in
hard disc drive industry. Two major advancements changed the landscape: one was the inven on of the giant magneto resistance
(GMR) eﬀect in 1988 which led to the ability to READ the state of magnets using spin polarized currents. The other was experimental
demonstra on (early 2000’s) of previously predicted (1996) theory of spin transfer torque (STT) to WRITE the state of magnets using
spin polarized currents. READ/WRITE opera ons, material and structural advances culminated in a device called Magne c Tunnel Juncon (MTJ) which uses the tunneling magneto resistance eﬀect and is the main elemental building block for STT based memories. There
is currently widespread research and development in academia and industry that includes most major semiconduc ng companies for
bringing to market STT based memories while logic applica ons are more ac vely being pursued in academia and research ins tu ons
with some industry par cipa on.
This talk will briefly go over a concise history of the field followed by introducing the basic concepts at the heart of the technology.
Recent challenges and advances for developing viable MTJ devices will be discussed next. The talk will end by briefly describing the
fundamental diﬀerences between memory and logic devices while providing some specific magne c based structures that could enable various logic applica ons for Boolean and non-Boolean compu ng.
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